Video Project: 'Voice by Voice' – Personal experiences of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
Peter Ulrik Jensen, Producer
Soendre Fasanvej 67, DK-2000 Frederiksberg, Denmark
Tel. +45 30690147 - peterulrikjensen@yahoo.dk

Standard agreement (consent and release) form
The undersigned enters into this agreement with Peter Ulrik Jensen (”Producer”) and
associates. I have been informed about the project and its idea and purpose and understand that
Producer is producing a publicly accessible video based website (http://www.voice-by-voice.org),
and that today's video recording with me (*) will be made a part of that production.
I consent and grant Producer the exclusive right to use today's video recording of me (*), to edit it,
subtitle it and make it public on the project's web site and linked video web site(s) (such as
YouTube). I grant Producer full ownership and copyright to the video recording and any edited
versions hereof. The rights granted to Producer herein are worldwide.
It is also agreed that I at any time can withdraw my consent to publication of the video recording of
me (*) by giving written notice hereof to Producer. In that case, I will send an email to Producer or
an associate appointed by Producer, and the video recording will be removed from the Internet
site(s) where Producer has published it without undue delay following receipt of such notice by
Producer. In this case, Producer is entitled to keep the video clip, however always respecting my
non-consent to publish it.
I agree that Producer is not responsible or liable for any consequences flowing from
Producer's authorized publication of the video recording in accordance with this Agreement. I
also agree that Producer is not responsible or liable for any unauthorised use or publication of
the video clip by any third party, including without limitation any unauthorized downloading
of the video clip, or any other breach of Producer's copyright to the video clip. If the video clip
is published by an unauthorized third party, Producer is not obliged to seek to discontinue any such
unauthorized publication.
I confirm that I have the right and legal capability to enter into this Agreement, that I am not
restricted from doing so by any commitment to any other party, and that Producer has no financial
commitment or obligations to me as a result of this Agreement, and vice-versa.
I have received a detailed written project description (”Project description: 'Voice by Voice' –
Personal experiences...”), and I have read the foregoing and understand its terms and stipulations
and agree to all of them. I hereby acknowledge that this agreement is entered into in good faith and
in support of Producer's project.
Town and Date:
Name (Print):

(please underline first name)

Telephone and E-mail:
Signature:

Producer's signature:

(*) or the child, I hold legal custody over, aged

, with the name:

